
O ur strange tale begins in the mines far 

beneath the Iron Mountains.  

Findor, the Hobbit who lived centuries 

after his famous relatives Frodo and Bilbo, 

had heard about a hidden treasure!  

There was no map, but there were  

riddles and puzzles that would lead  

him to the name of a book. Findor 

liked the sound of that. Adventure was 

in his soul...  and he knew the treasure 

was close at hand. 

 

H is first clue came when he peered down the first tunnel 

into the Iron Mines. Someone had scratched a strange 

message on the wall: 

It was written in the letters of Man, 

but made no sense.  

Then Findor recalled an old rhyme 

that told of the importance of numbers. So the writing was a clue 

to two missing numbers. Perhaps e stood for even and o for odd, 

he thought… What then of the p? 

Why, p stood for prime!  

After that, Findor quickly found the sequence of numbers  

before he had counted to 13. He wrote the two missing numbers 

on the back this book. 

The quest had finally begun. 

__ p e o e p __ 
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F indor lit his light-stick and moved further into the 

mines. Around the next corner he found another set of 

marks scratched on the wall. 
 

60 Goblins left these mines. 

One Goblin marched in the first row, 

two in the second row, 

three in the third, 

and so on for all of  the rows.

How many complete rows were there? 
 

If nothing else, it was good to hear that the Goblins had left 

the mines, Findor thought. 

A s soon as he had the solution, Findor wrote it on the back 

of his book and moved into the next cavern, this 

one was darker than the last. His feet seemed to 

be pressing on something soft and he thought for 

a moment of the chance of finding a giant spider like 

Bilbo’s meeting with Shelob.  

The words Durin’s Hall were marked on one of 

the walls, Findor wondered about that. But this  

place was hardly a grand hall - more a sunless, damp cave… just 

then something crunched beneath his foot. It was a crumpled 

piece of paper. 

He was braver now, paper wasn’t as frightening as giant  

spiders - even in the dark. He grabbed the paper, unfolded it and 

held it near the light.  

Yes, that was better, he could make out some faint, uneven 

writing: 
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A number of elves stand in a circle. 

They are evenly spaced and the 7th elf is  

directly opposite the 18th elf. 

How many elves are there? 

 

This one needed a little thinking, so Findor drew a diagram on 

the dusty floor to help him. 

Got it... another number added to the list.  

 

F indor absently placed the crumpled piece of 

paper in his pocket. Then he recalled all 

the trouble that kind  of thing could get you into, 

and swiftly took it out again.  

He was glad he did. For now he noticed that there was some 

strange writing on the other side too: 
 

You can only carry three, so lose these 
 

   Jewels with a multiple of 7 

   Jewels with square numbers 

   Jewels with prime numbers 
 

He had no idea what that might mean. He looked around to 

see if there were any jewels in the cave. But there was nothing 

there, except an uneven tunnel that would take him further into 

the mines. He carried on… 

In the next cave he found what he needed. A pile of glittering 

gems. Each jewel was 

labelled with a number. 

This, he thought, was 

what the instructions 

on the paper had meant. 

 

7 11 20 
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Note down the numbers here: 
 

     ____  p e o e p  ____                     ____ complete rows 

     ____ elves                      ____ ,  ____ ,  ____  jewels (in order) 

Yes, that was it: 
 

The Book of _________ 
 

Tell the high wizard the name of the next book and then, just 

like Findor, you too, will be on your way again! 

Numbers        

Letters        

T he instructions said he could only take three. That was a 

shame, but he was keen to follow the rules so he noted 

down the numbers, sorted through the jewels and took only the 

ones he was supposed to.  

That gave him three more numbers to add to his list.  

 

He placed all seven numbers in the grid, then used the old  

alphabet code to change the numbers into a single word. 


